The Pastiche PDM is a 16 function digital skin measuring device designed for professional skin diagnosis and skin physiology measurements for you to use as your primary consultation and analysis tool in your skin treatment practice. 

Your clients will love the amazing technology!

Simple to understand and use..
The PDM is a question and measurement driven analysis procedure that collects data about your client during the consultation process. So Easy & Fast!

Features
Quantifies majority skin type and basic prevailing skin conditions
Measures the 4 primary parameters of the skin to determine skin health and risk factors for pigmentation:
- Lipid (epidermic Lipids)
- Hydration (free water of the epidermis)
- Erythema (vascular mat density)
- Melanin density & phototype

Using software enhanced imaging techniques, qualifies levels of:
- Hyperkeratinisation & corneocyte compaction (Using Corneofix® technology)
- Lipid flows & sebaceous secretions (Using Sebufix® technology)
- Skin texture & pore density
- Pigmentation and anomaly concentration
- Vascular anomalies
- Wrinkle concentration and quantification
- Amazing microscopic images of the skin surface

Data capture features allow you to store client images and measurements, with intelligent reporting on risk factors and contributing factors.

Never before have you been able to have so much useful, detailed client data at your fingertips!

Professional, Credible Skin Analysis Information
Simple to understand and use...
There is no doubt that the secret of accurate skin analysis is a combination of a thorough consultation procedure supported by measurements of specific parameters of the skin provided by modern electronic skin analysing aids.

The PDM is a question and measurement driven analysis procedure that collects data about your client during the consultation process. Using a combination of the data gathered, the PDM provides comprehensive reporting of findings for both client and clinical use, including measurement values, images, and notes specific to any anomalies discovered. A complete history of clients previous measurements and images can be recalled on demand for comparison or confirmation of treatment effectiveness.

Only the best....
The Pastiche PDM uses the most respected and recognised measuring principles to obtain data for your diagnosis; including the cosmetic industry benchmark Corneometer®, Sebumeter®, Mexameter®, Visioscope®, Sebufix® and Corneofix® technologies from CK Electronic GmbH. Technology provided by CK Electronic is used in many skin care development laboratories world wide.

Primary measurements and examinations that you are able to undertake with the Pastiche PDM are:

- Hydration
- Lipid levels
- Melanin Density
- Erythema
- Hyperkeratinisation
- Corneocyte Compaction
- Skin Texture
- Wrinkle concentration
- Pore Density
- Pigmented Anomalies
- Vascular Anomalies
- Sebaceous Anomalies
- Sun Protection
- Structural Integrity
- Risk for Pigmentation
- Microscopic photography

Designed for skin treatment therapists
The software for the Pastiche PDM has been developed by Florence Barrett-Hill, one of the world’s foremost exponents of professional skin analysis, and the author of the renowned, progressive books “Advanced Skin Analysis” and “Cosmetic Chemistry”. Florence has been an advocate of skin diagnosis devices in professional practice for over 25 years, and brings this wealth of experience of both the practical use and interpretation of the results to the Pastiche PDM device.

More than just skin analysis...
The Pastiche PDM has additional features other than skin diagnosis, including scalp and hair condition evaluation and sun protection recommendation. By utilizing the images from the Visioscope®, you are able to collect a database of skin condition images for use as credible before and after photography in addition to staff training or consultation with other skin care professionals. The Pastiche PDM device can become your primary consultation and analysis tool that will keep you competent and effective in today’s market.

Increase product and treatment sales • Better client satisfaction
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